1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Water molecules inside proteins often play important role in proteins' functions.^[@ref1]−[@ref8]^ For instance, the long-range proton transfer inside of proteins is usually carried out by the Grotthuss mechanism and requires a chain of hydrogen bonds that is composed of internal water molecules and amino acid residues of the protein. In other cases, water molecules can facilitate the enzymes catalytic reactions by becoming a temporary proton donor/acceptor. Also, being a high dielectric, water screens electrostatic interaction of charges, which can lead to stabilization of charge on ionizable residues or can affect their p*K*~a~ values. However, the dynamic nature of water in a protein does not allow resolution of all the molecules, and only some of the protein's water molecules are typically seen in the X-ray structure.^[@ref9]−[@ref11]^ To predict how many molecules are actually present in the protein, the usage of special software is required.

The program Dowser^[@ref12]−[@ref14]^ is a package for automatically hydrating protein structures, which is widely used in computational biophysics (e.g., it is part of VMD^[@ref15]^). This program requires a PDB file with atomic coordinates of a protein as an input file and as an output it produces another PDB file with a list of coordinates of placed water molecules together with their energy values. To accomplish this, the program finds internal cavities in the protein and fills the cavities with water molecules depending on their minimized energies. The energy of the waters is evaluated by using a specific model of water--protein interaction, and only molecules with binding energy greater than a threshold value of 10 kcal/mol are retained. (The entropy and the kinetic energy are not counted; only potential energy of interaction between a water molecule and protein is taken into account.) The value of 10 kcal/mol is very close to the total enthalpy of vaporization (10.5 kcal/mol),^[@ref16]^ which is (within a *kT*) the amount of energy required to bring a single water molecule from bulk to vacuum. However, the threshold value is ill-defined and essentially is an empirical parameter; one can argue that the binding energy of water in the protein should be compared to the amount of energy required to bring a water molecule from the *bulk* to the protein environment, rather than to a vacuum, which is significantly smaller than the vacuum 10 kcal/mol. (It is clear that rigorous criterion of binding should be based on the comparison of chemical potentials of water in the bulk and in the hydration site of the protein. The entropy change between bulk and protein is not counted by Dowser, which may appear to be a too crude approximation; however, the entropy contribution is not expected to be significant (∼1 kcal/mol) on the scale of interaction energies; see the [discussion](#sec4){ref-type="other"} section for details, and the approach of Dowser can be justified as semiquantitative one).

The insertion model of water is also ill-defined; the one that is implemented in Dowser is SPC (simple point charge).^[@ref17]^ This model treats a water molecule as a rigid body with three interaction sites, corresponding to three atoms of the water molecule. Hydrogen atoms are assigned a point charge *q*~H~ = +0.41 e and the oxygen atom assigned *q*~O~ = −0.82 e. It is one of the simplest nonpolarizable models of water, along with TIP3P^[@ref18]^ and TIP4P^[@ref18]^ (transferable intermolecular potential with 3 or 4 points) and their modifications, which have been in use in computer simulations for over 40 years. These models describe reasonably well the properties of pure *bulk* water, such as density, radial distribution function, diffusion coefficient, static dielectric constant, and the enthalpy of vaporization (for details, see [discussion](#sec4){ref-type="other"} in our recent papers^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ and references therein).

However, water molecules in a protein environment are different from those in the bulk phase.^[@ref19]^ Indeed, due to its polarizability, the dipole moment of water strongly depends on the dielectric properties of the surrounding medium. For instance, the dipole moment of water in the gas phase (dielectric constant ε~gas~ = 1) is 1.85 D,^[@ref21]^ while in the high-dielectric environment of liquid water (ε~liquid~ = 78) it is enhanced to about 3.0 D.^[@ref22]−[@ref25]^ Taking the dielectric constants of a protein ε~protein~ = 4,^[@ref26]−[@ref28]^ one can argue that the dipole moment of water molecules in proteins should be in the range between 1.85 and 3.0 D. Therefore, the models of bulk water described above may not be suitable for simulations in a protein environment. (Our earlier studies,^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ where properties of water in different media such as polar, nonpolar, and charged environment were examined, also support this conclusion.)

Changing the dipole moment of the water model implemented in Dowser affects the total energy of a molecule placed by the program, particularly its electrostatic part. Also, raising the cutoff energy decreases the number of molecules discarded due to the energy criterion. Hence, the total amount of inserted molecules and the number of those of them that match water molecules seen in the X-ray structure depend on the cutoff energy *E*~cutoff~ and the dipole moment μ of the model of water implemented in the program.

In this paper, we report an attempt to estimate the best empirical value of the dipole moment of water and its binding energy appropriate for simulations in a protein environment using Dowser as a tool for the analysis of experimental data. To this end, we applied Dowser with variable parameters of the cutoff energy *E*~cutoff~ and the effective dipole moment μ to 14 high-resolution crystal structures of oligopeptide-binding protein (OppA) containing a large number of resolved internal water molecules. From the analysis of the outputs of this program and comparison with experimental X-ray data, we derived the best estimates of an average dipole moment of water molecules located in the internal cavities of the protein and their binding energies. The water parameters are then analyzed within the framework of charge-scaling theory developed recently by this group;^[@ref20]^ the parameters are shown to be in good agreement with the predictions that the theory makes for the dipole moment in a protein environment. The water dipole in the protein environment found to be much different from that in the bulk and in such models as SPC or TIPnP. The role of charge scaling due to electronic polarizability of the protein is discussed.

2. Computational Model {#sec2}
======================

To investigate how varying μ and *E*~cutoff~ affects the prediction ability of Dowser, we performed a series of computational experiments on 14 structures of oligopeptide-binding protein (OppA) bound to different lysine-X-lysine tripeptides.^[@ref29]^ For the analysis, we chose the same data set of proteins as in refs ([@ref30]) and ([@ref31]). To this end, we first removed all the existing water molecules (crystallographic) from the protein structures and saved them as separate PDB files. Then, making the necessary changes in the code of Dowser, we varied either μ or *E*~cutoff~ and ran the recompiled program on each of the proteins in the data set. After every program's run we compared its output with the experimental data.

To analyze how successful Dowser is in predicting crystallographic waters, we calculated how many molecules from the experimental data sets matched molecules from the Dowser output files. (The criterion of the quality of prediction of hydration water is a nontrivial one, because only a part of the hydrated water molecules are usually seen in the crystal structure; the disordered, or mobile, water molecules are not observed. Thus, an ideal quality program should not only predict those molecules that are observed in the crystal structure but also those that are not seen. The following detailed analysis partially addresses this nontrivial issue). An experimental molecule was considered to match a molecule placed by the program if the displacement between the positions of their oxygens was less than 1.4 A, the radius of a water molecule. In such a case, an experimental molecule was referred to as *predicted*. To estimate the success of a single Dowser run, we introduced a parameter hit ratio χ, the ratio of the number of predicted molecules to the total number of crystallographic waters,Since the total number of inserted water molecules depends on both μ and *E*~cutoff~, the number of predicted molecules and hit ratio χ also depend on these two parameters. We varied parameters μ and *E*~cutoff~ and ran Dowser on each of the protein structures from the data set. χ was calculated for every protein and every set of μ and *E*~cutoff~ in question. During this computational experiment, we changed the cutoff energy from −20 to 10 kcal/mol and varied the charge on the hydrogen atoms in the range from 0.30 to 0.50 e (in SPC model *q*~H~ = +0.41e), while keeping the molecule neutral by assigning the oxygen atom twice the negative charge value of that of hydrogen *q*~O~ = −2*q*~H~. Then, χ was averaged over all proteins and a three-dimensional surface χ~ave~(*E*~cutoff~,*q*) was constructed; the result is shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Averaged hit ratio χ~ave~(*q*,*E*~cutoff~) as a function of cutoff energy and charge on the hydrogen atom of the inserted water.](ct-2014-00358r_0001){#fig1}

Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows χ as a function of *q*~H~ and *E*~cutoff~. The charge *q*~H~ sets the dipole μ of the water model. In the region of low cutoff energies, χ is very small because all molecules are discarded by Dowser according to its energy criterion. As the cutoff energy grows, χ monotonously increases and eventually reaches a plateau. The plateau is a region where further increase of inserted molecules, which in general occurs with increasing the cutoff energy, no longer changes the number of predicted water molecules matching those observed experimentally. At very high cutoff energies, all water accessible sites found by Dowser are occupied by the inserted molecules, and further, the increase of the cutoff energy does not change the number of inserted molecules.

It should be noticed that the maximum hit ratio in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is only 0.6, which is 40% lower than a desirable 100% prediction. This result signifies that even upon removal of all energy constrains, Dowser can predict (in our case) only up to 60% of crystallographic molecules. This low percentage indicates that the wrong choice of the parameters μ and *E*~cutoff~ is only a part of the program's shortcomings (e.g., the program neglects protein structural flexibility).

For a given cutoff energy *E*~cutoff~, there is an optimum value of charge *q*~H~^\*^ that maximizes the prediction quality χ. The dependence of the optimum charge *q*~H~^\*^ on the cutoff energy is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Optimum value of charge *q*~H~^\*^ versus cutoff energy.](ct-2014-00358r_0002){#fig2}

At different cutoff energies, the maximum hit ratio is achieved at different values of *q*~H~. The maximum is rather broad, so that at each cutoff energy there is an interval of charge values that maximize the hit ratio. These intervals of optimum values of *q*~H~^\*^ are shown as error bars in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The intervals of best values of charge depend on the cutoff energy, as do the average best values themselves. We notice that at cutoff energy −4 kcal/mol, the uncertainty of the optimum charge *q*~H~^\*^ is lowest, and the maximum χ~ave~(*E*~cutoff~,*q*~H~^\*^) is achieved rigorously at *q*~H~^\*^ = 0.33 e (indicated by a circle). The special meaning of the cutoff energy of −4 kcal/mol and the value of the optimum charge at this energy is discussed later in this section.

The existence of the optimum charge (or the dipole of water molecule) can be qualitatively rationalized by the analysis of interactions of the inserted water molecules with the protein atoms as follows.

The total energy of a water molecule inserted by Dowser *E*~water~^total^ is a sum of three interactions: 6--12 Lennard-Jones potential, charge--dipole interaction of molecules with background charges of a protein and an electrostatic dipole--dipole interaction of molecules with each other,The dipole moment of a model of water is directly proportional to the charges assigned to the atoms μ ∼ *q*~*O*~ ∼ *q*~H~. The Lennard-Jones potential *E*~LJ~ is independent of charges, the protein-molecule interaction is linear in charge,*U*~protein--water~ ∼ *q*, and water--water interaction is quadratic, *U*~water--water~ ∼ *q*^2^. Overall, the total energy is a quadratic function of charges and has a stationary value at some charge *q\**.

When the charges assigned to water atoms are very small, the electrostatic interactions are negligible, and the energy of a molecule is determined by the Lennard-Jones potential *E*~LJ~ alone, independent of charges. As the charges of water increase, the magnitude of the electrostatic terms increases. First, the favorable protein--water interactions, which are linear in charge, play the major role. The protein--water term *U*~protein--water~ is negative when interaction is favorable, and hence, this term decreases the total energy of the inserted water molecules *E*~water~^total^. The decrease in energy reduces the number of discarded water molecules and χ goes up. However, further increase of charges changes this trend.

When minimizing energy of electrostatic interactions between the dipoles of water molecules and the background charges, we noticed that often several adjacent molecules of a cluster tend to line up pointing at the same charge of the protein, thereby making up a system of parallel dipoles. The water--water interaction now begins to play an important role. The favorable protein--molecule interaction is linear in charge *U*~protein--water~ ∼ *q*, but the unfavorable water--water interaction is quadratic *U*~water--water~ ∼ *q*^2^. At small charges, favorable linear term dominates, but at large charges, the unfavorable quadratic term plays major role. As a result, an optimum value of charge exists at which energy is minimized; the lower the energy of a molecule, the higher the probability that the criterion *E*~water~^total^ \< *E*~cutoff~ is satisfied, and hence, the higher the hit ratio χ. Hence, for a given cutoff energy, there is an optimum value of charge *q*~H~^\*^ that maximizes the hit ratio χ.

As an example, Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the dependence of hit ratio on charge for cutoff energy −4 kcal/mol. The maximum is reached at *q*~H~^\*^ = 0.33 e. At all other energies, the optimum charge is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

![χ~ave~(*q*~H~) at *E*~cutoff~ = −4 kcal/mol. The discrete nature of the dependence is due to the nature of the χ function as a ratio of two integer numbers, eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}.](ct-2014-00358r_0003){#fig3}

Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the maximum hit ratio χ (*q*~H~^\*^(*E*~cutoff~),*E*~cutoff~) for different proteins and the average χ~ave~ (*q*~H~^\*^(*E*~cutoff~),*E*~cutoff~) over all 14 protein structures as a function of the cutoff energy; the value of charge for each curve is *q*~H~^\*^, which maximizes χ at a given cutoff energy. The dependence *q*~H~^\*^(*E*~cutoff~) is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Hit ratio χ (*q*~H~^\*^(*E*~cutoff~),*E*~cutoff~) versus cutoff energy for different protein structures from the data set, and their average χ~ave~ (*q*~H~^\*^(*E*~cutoff~),*E*~cutoff~) .](ct-2014-00358r_0004){#fig4}

As seen from Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the maximum hit ratio increases with the increase of the cutoff energy. However, for every protein in the data set there is a "saturation point" at which further increase of the cutoff energy no longer results in an increase of the hit ratio. Since the energies of "saturation" and maximum hit ratios are slightly different for different proteins, we performed averaging of hit ratios over all the proteins in the data set. The full line on Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} represents the averaged hit ratio χ~ave~ (*q*~H~^\*^(*E*~cutoff~),*E*~cutoff~) as a function of cutoff energy. The average hit ratio grows monotonously until it reaches its maximum value 0.60 at −4 kcal/mol, which indicates that −4 kcal/mol is the optimum value of this parameter.

Setting the cutoff energy *lower* than −4 kcal/mol results in discarding some crystallographic molecules, that is, decreasing the hit ratio χ~ave~; whereas setting the cutoffs *above* −4 kcal/mol, the hit ratio does not change, but the number of "wrong" molecules, that is, those molecules that should not be in the structure, increases. Thus, the balance between correctly predicted molecules, and the molecules that Dowser places into protein cavities that should not be there sets the optimum value of the cutoff energy around the value where χ~ave~ reaches its maximum. Formally, the criterion could be made more rigorous; however, in practice, it would still involve some uncertainty due to arbitrary definition of the numerical criterion based on the balance of correctly and incorrectly predicted molecules, thus further improvement is not justified for this analysis. (We did try to modify the criterion based on eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and introduced the penalty of false prediction; however, the overall results did not change significantly compared with those described. Actually, the issue is rather subtle, as it involves false negative data, and required a separate study, which is underway in our laboratory.)

Setting the cutoff energy at −4 kcal/mol means that a molecule can occupy a site in the protein's interior only if the total energy of interaction of the molecule with its environment is *E*~binding~^max^ = −4 kcal/mol or less.

As seen from Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the maximum of χ(*q*~H~) at optimum value of the cutoff −4 kcal/mol is achieved at *q*~H~^\*^ = 0.33 e. This gives the following estimate of the optimum value of the dipole moment:It is clear from the nature of the analysis, this value characterizes only the average dipole moment of multiple hydration sites of the proteins considered; yet, this value can be taken as representing the changes that occur with a water molecule within the protein environment. It was shown earlier,^[@ref20],[@ref32]^ the magnitude of the effective dipole of water should be understood as a scaled value μ^eff^ = μ/√ε~el~ (ε~el~ =1.78 is the electronic dielectric constant of water).^[@ref20]^ Hence, the actual (average) dipole moment of water in proteins of our data set is

For comparison, SPC and TIP3P effective dipoles are around 2.3 D, and the actual water dipole in bulk water, to which SPC and TIP3P models correspond, is estimated to be around 3 D.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ We see, therefore, that the effective dipole of water in the protein is significantly lower than that of SPC or TIP3P, which raises a question of applicability of such models for protein water simulations. In the next section, we provide theoretical analysis of the obtained result.

3. Theory {#sec3}
=========

In the spirit of the Born solvation model, the solvation energy of a water molecule in a medium with dielectric constant ε~0~ can be estimated according to the Kirkwood--Onsager dielectric cavity model,^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ which represents a solvent molecule as a point dipole at the center of a spherical cavity surrounded by dielectric medium. According to this model, see details in ref ([@ref20]), solvation energy iswhere μ~0~ = 1.85 D is the gas value of the water dipole, α = 1.47A^3^ is the polarizability of water and ε~el~ =1.78 is its electronic (high-frequency) dielectric constant. Clearly, the "solvation" energy introduced above does not involve entropy contribution (which amounts to about −5 kcal/mol, as follows from the entropy of the liquid state of water), and only refers to interaction energy of water dipole with the environment (for additional discussion of the relation of enthalpy and solvation energy of water, see ref ([@ref20])). Therefore, this energy can be directly related to enthalpy changes (Here, we neglect unimportant PV term in enthalpy, which is equal to *RT* and in gas phase is only 0.6 kcal/mol.) Plugging ε~0~ = 78 into this formula gives the free energy of the molecule in bulk Δ*F*~solv~(μ~*l*~) = −10.3 kcal/mol, which is close to the experimental value of vaporization enthalpy −10.5 kcal/mol. Considering protein as a medium with ε~protein~ = 4, and using the above formula, one can find that energy per molecule in such environment is Δ*F*~solv~(μ~protein~) = −6.0 kcal/mol. This is the gain in energy associated with the transition of a water molecule from vacuum to the protein interior (again, there is no entropy counting here). In the reverse process, one can also say that the evaporation of a molecule from the protein interior requires 6.0 kcal/mol,This is enthalpy of "evaporation" from the protein medium, understood exactly as that for bulk water, less the *PV* term.

The amount of energy required to bring a molecule from the surrounding bulk into protein medium is the difference between the enthalpy of vaporization and the solvation energy of a water molecule in protein Δ*H*~vap~ -- Δ*H*~protein~ = 10 -- 6 = 4 kcal/mol. For water molecule to stay inside the protein, this gap in energy must be compensated by the additional interaction energy of the molecule with charges of the protein. (For the [discussion](#sec4){ref-type="other"} of the entropy contribution, see the next section.) The energy should not exceed −4 kcal/mol, which is fully consistent with the value *E*~binding~^max^ = −4 kcal/mol found in our analysis.

In the medium with dielectric constant ε~0~, due to reaction field polarization the molecular dipole moment of water is changing from its gas-phase value μ~0~ to its medium value μ, which according to ref ([@ref20]) is given byThus, the dipole moment of water in liquid (ε~liquid~ = 78) iswhich is in good agreement with experimental and simulation data.^[@ref22]−[@ref25]^ In the low-dielectric environment of a protein (ε~protein~ = 4) the dipole moment is lower:This estimate is very close to the one derived from the analysis of Dowser output (2.5 D).

4. Conclusions and Discussion {#sec4}
=============================

To conclude, our work can be summarized as follows. From the analysis of a set of protein structures, we determined the optimum values of Dowser parameters μ and *E*~cutoff~, which essentially are the effective dipole moment and binding energy of water molecules in protein environment. Once the correct cutoff/binding energy of −4 kcal/mol is implemented in Dowser, the amount of predicted crystallographic waters increases to its maximum value.

Rigorously speaking, the binding energy should be discussed in terms of Gibbs energy per molecule, or chemical potential μ; and the criterion should be μ~prot~ \< μ~bulk~, the chemical potential of the hydration site in the protein interior should be lower than that of the bulk water. The difference with the above analysis is the entropy change between the bulk and the protein sites. Dowser neglects this contribution. This is certainly an approximation that perhaps is partially responsible for the low predictability of the program; however, on average, the entropy contributions are expected to be rather small compared with the binding energies that are on the scale of 10 kcal/mol. To see that, one can argue as follows.

For immobile water, the maximum difference (decrease) in entropy between *bulk* (liquid) state water and protein can be estimated as that between liquid and ice. In energy units *RT*Δ*S*, this is only 1.4 kcal/mol (from the enthalpy of ice melting). Realistically, internal water *on average* is less immobile than in ice, hence the difference is even smaller, perhaps lower than 1 kcal/mol. Earlier, Dunitz^[@ref35]^ reached the same conclusion using a different argument. Given the crude nature of Dowser approximations, this difference is negligible, compared with enthalpy/energy changes.

For mobile protein water, that is, more mobile than in the bulk, free rotations could give rise to entropy gain (in energy units) of up to 3 kcal/mol, in our estimate; but then, some hydrogen bonds are lost, 5 kcal/mol each; therefore, entropy by itself cannot be the driving force of hydration (unlike in vaporization). Obviously, a subtle balance between energy and entropy in the range 1--2 kcal/mol related to hindered rotation and translation can play a role. However, given the crude nature of Dowser and the averaged characteristic of the determined values, such subtle effects cannot be captured within this approach. Instead, a crude approximation is adopted, and an empirical value of the cutoff energy, attributed to change of interaction energy (i.e., the difference between bulk and protein), is determined from the experimental data. As we showed in the [Theory](#sec3){ref-type="other"} section, the determined empirical value (4 kcal/mol) can be rationalized quantitatively within the Kirkwood--Onsager model as the difference in interaction energy between the liquid bulk and protein environments.

The value of the *effective* dipole moment (averaged over many hydration sites of the protein) maximizing the number of predicted molecules in the protein interior turned out to be 1.83 D, which is to be compared with 2.3 D of approximate SPC or TIP3P models of bulk water. Qualitatively, this change is not unexpected; however, it is interesting that the obtained value can be rationalized quantitatively within a simple charge scaling model.

The effective dipole allows one to estimate the *real* dipole moment in a protein environment by taking into account rescaling of electrostatic charges. According to charge scaling theory,^[@ref32]^ the magnitude of the effective dipole moment should be understood as a scaled value μ^eff^ = μ/√ε~el~, which is due to the screening of electrostatic interactions by electronic continuum. This theory explains the difference between the value of water dipole μ^eff^ ≈ 2.3 D used in conventional models of liquid water and the value μ ≈ 3 D reported in experimental studies^[@ref22]^ and ab initio simulations.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ In order to find out the real value of the dipole moment, one needs to multiply the effective dipole moment by a factor of √ε~el~. Employing the charge rescaling procedure, we find that the average dipole moment of water molecules inside a protein of our data set is 2.5 D, which should be compared with 3.0 D in bulk water.

The value of 2.5 D is fully consistent with a theoretical estimate based on a Kirkwood--Onsager model of a point dipole in dielectric medium. The significant enhancement of the dipole moment from the gas phase value of 1.85 to 2.5 D is caused by the polarization of water in a protein environment due to both protein charges/(hydrogen bonding) and the electronic continuum of the medium. In comparison with the bulk dipole of 3.0 D, the decreased value of 2.5 D indicates that in the protein environment there are on average less than four hydrogen bonds typical for bulk water.

The effective dipole that best described water in the protein environment is 1.83 D, significantly smaller than 2.3 D of SPC or TIP3P models. This indicates that in nonpolarizable MD simulations, the SPC or TIP3P water models may not be suitable for protein interior. These results underscore the importance of the effects of electronic polarizability and charge rescaling in biological and other condensed matter simulations.
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